
The varsity baseball team
worked very hard throughout
the season to sharpen skills
and literally step up to the plate
for a successful season. While
they added several larger
schools to their schedule this
year, they remained
competitive. Although they still
fell below the .500 win-loss
record as the season closed,
the team played very well and
battled through many games
until the very end. Overall they
had a rewarding season,
making the first round of
playoffs and showing signs of
better things to come in future
years. According to Head
Coach AI Berry," The players
represented RWA very well
and demonstrated a lot of class
throughout all contests."
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(l-r) Standing: Head AI Coach Berry, Elijah Tucker, Cameron Cooper,
Caughman, Reid Johnson, Blake Pauley, Patrick Pope, Austin Knox, and
Coach Billy Ladd. Kneeling: Corey Davis, Matt Taylor, Sidney Edenfield,
Cooper, Jason Branham, Ron Price, and team manager Hunter Hartley. Not
Assistant Coaches Justin Coleman and Bruce Baker.
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Reviewing the Stats. Coach Billy wild pitch that passes 0
Ladd and Head Coach AI Berry discuss in an away game at Co

Lefty the information in the stats book. Coach FullSpeed Ahead. Austin Knox takes off running John's athleticism and
Blake Pauley gets set to Ladd has assisted with the baseball after putting the ball in play against Catawba. During him a valuable commodity "-
deliver a strike. A sophomore, program for more than ten years. this game Austin pitched instead of being in his and in the outfield at bo
Blake got playing time at first normal spot behind the plate. varsity levels.
base in addition to time on the
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What runs through your mind every time
you go up to bat?

"I hope I can find this ball over the fence
when I'm done."

- Hampton Caughman

"I visualize where the ball will go when I
hit it."

- Patrick Pope


